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A: The.tar.gz file is a gzipped
archive. To extract it, you will

probably need to use the
archiver program from the

unix/linux world. You may see
the file extension change to.gz
after its decompressed. So if

you are on a linux box, you can
try this compress -k -9 student
Exploration | tar -xvzf - -C ~ On

windows use 7zip to
decompress and extract the

file 7z x student
Exploration.tar.gz Keep in mind
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that this extracts into the
current directory, i.e. ~. Once
extracted navigate to where

you stored the file and
navigate into that folder and
decompress it to read in the
contents. Now you should be
able to unzip it and be able to

read the contents.
{.zip/.tar.gz} {.zip/.tar.gz}

1,934 bytes (1) OK. That is the
length of the file. How big is
the data in the file? Editorial:

Playing with dynamite Photo by
Jim Heath-Warren JAMES K.

VAN WAGONER is editor of The
Patriot-News and has written
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for several newspapers,
magazines and websites in the

past. He has written several
historical novels about life in

Colonial times including Hearts
of the Highlands and a series
about an invasion of Britain

during the Revolutionary War.
He is also a novelist, playwright

and filmmaker, and studied
improvisational comedy while
in college. His first novel, The

Betrayal, was published in
2009. Share This Article USER
COMMENTS Reader comments
on sltrib.com are the opinions
of the writer, not The Salt Lake
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Tribune. We will delete
comments containing

obscenities, personal attacks
and inappropriate or offensive

remarks. Flagrant or repeat
violators will be banned. If you
see an objectionable comment,
please alert us by clicking the
arrow on the upper right side
of the comment and selecting

"Flag comment as
inappropriate". If you've

recently registered with Disqus
or aren't seeing your

comments immediately, you
may need to verify your email

address. To do so, visit
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disqus.com/account. See more
about comments

here.Multidisciplinary
c6a93da74d
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